You are in the First Class Cabins.
Can you see the piano?
Now do this activity.

You have some presents for the First Class Passengers. Find these passengers in the cabins and decide which presents they would like best.

- Mr Jones the barber
- A stewardess feeling sick
- Alfred Bright a boy who likes playing with toys
- Samuel Archer the ship’s surgeon

A toy boat
A shaving brush
A jar of leeches
Medicine for someone not feeling well

Now turn the page and go to the Galley (the kitchen).
You are at the Galley.
Can you see the Ship's Cook holding the fish?
Now do this activity.

The chef has made lots of food for the passengers.
Look around the galley and the rooms next to it and find these types of foods.
Decide what the passengers should have for lunch today.

- a calf's head
- a jelly
- jellied eels
- some porridge
- a pie

Now turn the page and go to Steerage.
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You are in Steerage. Can you see the brooms and fire buckets? Now do this activity.

Some passengers here have been behaving very badly, and some are being really good. Decide if the people you find are behaving well.

In your best Captain voice, tell off the people who are behaving badly and say ‘well done’ to the people behaving well.

Look out for:
- Someone helping a woman with her baby
- A man mending his sock
- Two women fighting

Now go upstairs to the Weather Deck. Then turn the page and go to the Bow of the Ship.
You are at the Ship's Bow. Can you see the Ship's Bell? Now do this activity.

Put out your hand and count to ten. How much water is falling on your hand? Is it:
- Raining a lot?
- Raining a bit?
- Not raining at all?

Put your finger in your mouth and then hold it up in the air so you can feel the wind. Is it:
- Very windy
- A little windy
- Not windy at all

What is the weather like today?

- Not enough wind to sail
- Perfect sailing weather
- Too wet and windy to sail

Do you think this is a good day to go to sea?
- Yes
- No

Now turn the page and go to the Ship's Stern.
WEATHER DECK (top deck)

- We spotted the cannon
- We spotted the cow

STEFER THE SHIP

- Take turns in pairs to steer the ship by turning the wheel.
- Make a telescope with your hands and see what you can see!

You are at the Ship's Stern.

- Can you see the Ship's Wheel?
- Now do this activity.

Well done! You've completed all the Captain's jobs!